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Yoho sports watch instructions

Fast-setting guide - YOHO Sports Group YOHO Sports Group1. Charging: Remove the straps from the display to reveal the metal charging strips. Connect to a USB slot on your computer or USB charger. When you touch the display button, you see the light of the battery charging. If the device is not displayed as a
charging check that it is connected completely and the right way for the metal bands to make USB contact power. 2. Download and install the app on your phone: iPhone and Android In the Apple App Store or Android Play Search Store YOHO Sports by mCube Inc. Get/Install app. 3. Pair device: Make sure Bluetooth is
on on your phone. Make sure the smart band is on. Hold the display button for 4 seconds if not. When YOHO Sports first opens, it will ask for permission for devices (especially on Android phones). Say yes to all these or the group will not be a couple. Tap the customization icon in the top left corner of the app. Select my
device App should scan and detect the strip. Click on the description of the strip to tie. 4. Set up your app: Back in the Settings menu click profile. Enter your data Set a target of up to 10,000! Smart range use Hold the display button for 4 seconds to power the device, hold the display button for 4 seconds and select to
turn off to turn off the device. The display button to cycle through the information - Time and steps - km - Kcals - Battery Display will shut down in a couple of seconds. The step counter is not updated on the display while the display is running. It will take your steps and then display them the next time you wake it up.
Charging bands regularly (every 2 -3 days) If the battery is running flat you will need to resync with the phone app to update time and information. YoHO Sports Group ChargeImages, featuring the display (above) and the USB charging connector If you want to use the sports app YOHO On the home screen of the sports
app YOHO there is a synchronization button to transfer data between the smart range and the phone. (The smart streak should be tied to the app first). The questions about your Yoho Sports Band? Post in the comments! Download the Yoho Sports Band (PDF) © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its Flipkart Internet
Private Limited affiliates, Buildings Alyssa, Begonia and Carnation Embassy Tech Village, Outer Ring Road, Devarabeesanahalli Village, Bengaluru, 560103, Karnataka, India CIN : U51109KA2012PTC06107 Phone: 1800 208 9898 M3 Smart Bracelet unbox process, How to customize the mobile app Yohoho and
Bracelets Review. You can buy on our website rceonline.in on Rs. 399/- . Here's a direct Troubleshoot link all SMA - BAND fitness tracker issues with the ability Calorie intake is a one-way device and the app is completely useless in tracking fitness. The app needs a place to add what I eat and drink to be completely
helpful in tracking fitness. I don't want to have two apps on my phone to track data that should be in one place. If the app can data from the diet site that would be better. Chronmeter, Myfitnesspal, or any of the others would be wonderful! I'm not really happy with this app and the watch, it doesn't make blood pressure and
heart rate every hour like my other watch, I have to keep doing it manually, and also it didn't record my sleep last night, the only thing that seems to be running steps, and the settings of the display strip does not work, he says: the device does not support. Blood pressure is very inaccurate as well. Update: Now the watch
is not mandatory for the app, a complete waste of money. Won't sync, won't stay in touch, smart watch continues to vibrate saying yoho over and over again, can't even turn off the smartwatch because of it. Don't use this app or buy the smartwatches that use this app. Tried to install, re-install and use other devices to no
avail. The Bluetooth in my phone identifies the group, but the app keeps asking me to connect the group. I tried to tie them up at least ten times. The app has been removed and reinstalled. No pairing and the user manual is not helpful at all. It's a complete waste of my money. I had high expectations. Overall a great
device! But the guide should be more user-friendly. I have a paired device on my phone to use the features to no avail. It continues to display Please bind first. I thought that was what I did! Email customer supporr. There doesn't seem to be any. I can and do more to use other functions. I just can't sync it with my phone
like I expected. I wouldn't recommend this app it doesn't work all together. Yoho Sports Band User Guide Many people take it to rival Xiaomi Mi Band 2. With the help of the sensor, it can make real-time dynamic heart rate detection, getting accurate data. With a touch button, it is easier to see and control the watch. In
addition, many features built-in activity tracker, sleep monitoring, call and notification messages, sit-down reminder, and APP will do professional data analysis. I must say, this is the very definition of an affordable and functional smart watch. GearBest is here to go through fixes for the most common problems that you
could run against during daily use. Let's get started! These error codes are manifested due to the long pressing of the touch button while charging. Just take the smart watch off the charger and press the touch button for a long time to quit smoking or wait 3 minutes until it returns to its original state automatically. Wear a
smart watch on your wrist with a lower skin sensor. Then open the measurement in the SMA app. Fasten the strip over your wrist and stay for seconds during the measurement. Because it's a static dimension. The heart rate monitor has probably developed a malfunction, please contact our afterhoot service for further
assistance. Note: Overall, the watch's smart heart rate monitor uses optical sensors, through LEDs, to illuminate the capillaries on the wrist and and blood flow speed to get BPM to beat in a minute. However, the optical sensor will depend on light, skin sweating, and others easily, so there will be a certain deviation.
Before parrying, please make sure the battery watch is fully charged. When you get a smart bracelet, search for a group paired and the group will flash 3 blue lights. At this point, press the button long when you drop the vibration and click the tick on the app to confirm. As the pairing is successful, the light turns off. If
Bluetooth pairing is still a problem, follow these steps: Also check if there are too many Bluetooth connect phone records, if so, remove them and reconnect. Turn off Bluetooth and phone or even delete the SMA app and try again. If it works, it's a phone problem, if not, then it should be a SMA problem - BAND, contact
our post-office service for further help. It may be the phone may have poor compatibility, try to change another phone with better compatibility. If it doesn't work, contact our after-bie service to determine if a product needs to be returned and repaired. For example, if the hand swing is too small, this step cannot be
counted, and vice versa. Of course, the numbers won't be far from real steps, the ten percentage point gap is normal. If you feel a mismatch, please delete the app and re-download to try again. If the battery is out of juice or off, the bracelet will keep the latest data at night. This can lead to an inaccuracy problem too. So
give it a charge if there is a flickering red light. Please follow step by step to check which segment is wrong and how to fix it. Typically, following the instructions will set the app successfully. The app can then be installed normally. Then hold the strip 5 meters from the iPhone and press the touch button on the watch for a
long time to start mating. However, if you still need additional technical assistance for a specific issue not covered here or on other devices, feel free to contact our dedicated support center. Our professional support staff will handle your request as quickly as possible. Thanks for reading! Why can't my iPhone use the
SMA app and how do you link it properly? Troubleshooting NO.1 F1 smart bracelet 5 is a common problem smart watch with a heart rate monitor and sleep control function is great for recording your body condition while wearing on your wrist. Sometimes you may get an inaccurate pulse or irregular sleep status due to
improper work or wearing techniques. No. For sleep monitor problem: Wear a stripe on your wrist and function of an open sleep monitor, NO. The group can track drowsiness during the day based on body -- he thinks you're sleeping when you're just lying still in bed. For heart rate problem: If the smart group back the
side to touch something, the group will show you the data, just as the Apple Watch gets data even in To make the data more accurate, you can update the group's firmware through the X-RUN app. If you can't get data from a paired bracelet after you connect Bluetooth, open the notification permission in the settings. If
you haven't been able to connect the group to your mobile phone and make sure you've opened Bluetooth on your phone and bracelet, try the following solutions: The group supports Android 4. Bluetooth version NO. After that, search for a Bluetooth smart band and connect again. If there is a wall between NO. If it
successfully connects, your previous phone has problems; If it still doesn't, NO. The time of use depends on how you use the strip: Contact the after-country service if it doesn't work. Sometimes the touch screen is not answered if your finger is with sweat or water. If none of the above methods work, please contact the
seller for help. For Gearbest customers: If you purchased NO. Just fill the ticket with your questions at our Support Center and send it to us. We will do our best to resolve your problem as soon as possible. The detection of heart rate and sleep detection are inaccurate. I can't connect a smart watch to my phone via
Bluetooth. My NO. The touchscreen doesn't work sometimes, or there has to be a hard press. M3 Smart Band Fast Settings Yoho Sports and Review Features More. This story started a few months ago when I got a popular brand of fitness bracelet. Since it's a wearable device, I've installed an Android Wear app app
designed specifically for wearable devices. This app easily connects to a fitness group. KSN provides the following statistics on the installation of Android applications to work with popular fitness trackers on mobile devices, statistics were obtained from KSN users who freely agreed to transfer this data. Install Android-
based apps designed to work with fitness trackers from various manufacturers. While this statistic demonstrates the popularity of Android apps, we cannot guarantee that the devices concerned have users to some extent reflect the popularity of wearable devices. Most of these fitness groups use Bluetooth LE
technology, also known as Bluetooth Smart, to communicate with their smartphone. For us, this means that the devices connect differently from the usual Bluetooth. These bracelets use a common GATT profile, which means that each wearable device includes a set of services, each of which has a set of characteristics.
Each feature contains a buffer on the side and a list of handles, and each handle contains a value - buffer byte. I didn't have to write a single new line of code; I just opened an existing project in Android Studio and clicked Start. The above shows the result of my attempt to connect my fitness bracelet with this app. Here
we see, see, services and their characteristics. However, it's not easy to get data for my bracelet from the features - it requires authentication in addition to the connection. For some other devices, I could read the data from the characteristics and their handles. It was probably user data. After that I developed my own app
that automatically searched for Bluetooth LE devices trying to connect to them and get their list of services. In just six hours of scanning, I was able to connect to 54 devices, despite two major limitations. The second limitation should mean that when a bracelet is connected to a smartphone, it cannot be attacked. Yoho
Sports Band User Guide You can buy from our website rceonline. Here's a direct link. Your email address will not be published. How do you brighten up the brightness for this group? I really need to know. When on the street. I can't see the screen clearly. I got the m3 band today I charged and a couple with my iPhone I
carry it device function well after one hour of the display shown as a charge I tried to reset on the action on it only shows charging when it was not connected to charging the device how to solve it. Anyone help me.... I dddn gv charger. The yaho sports app... not showing related and stale options. Bluetooth Wi-Fi Settings
Location is already on my mobile phone. Here's the source of the direct connection. Previous post. Next post. November 1, Leave your comment Cancel response your email address will not be published. Leave this field empty. You can't get an update to the wats app even after the settings are turned on. How do you
solve this problem? But I couldn't help but link my device to the phone in yoho sports. How to increase the brightness? And find it hard with the display I have. Do I use a fake? Can we see a notification about the telegram app on it? Please respond quickly. How to reset watch it only show deadlines after scrolling nothing
appear. How long does it take to get a full fee? Endless charging on the screen. The smart group does not appear in the app. What do I have to do to connect? Notice popping up for alarm, but not for WhatsApp, what happened? Incorrectly? yoho sports watch setup instructions
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